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 20Jan20201711.38.01177300.00.Firmware update ZS9350BT (OTA2 ver1.20)-20170328T100102Z-001. Firmware.
28/03/2017. AVH-X8750BT, AVH-X8650BT Apple CarPlay™ manual (For Singapore Only).

20Jan20201711.38.01177300.00.Firmware update ZS9350BT (OTA2 ver1.30)-20170328T084103Z-001. Firmware.
28/03/2017. AVH-X8750BT, AVH-X8650BT Apple CarPlay™ manual (For Singapore Only).

20Jan20201711.38.01177300.00. Have to love it when they come out with the right answers before we have the chance to
actually figure them out ourselves. This might have also fixed my no sound issue. Did someone say “NEX”? Quote: Originally

Posted by QuickRevo I’ve been using the NEX with the ZS60s (and a 2nd hand ZS80 from AVH) and would definitely
recommend this car kit as an upgrade. The car screen works very well, as it shares the battery voltage with the cell phone, and

has better screen quality than my old battery. Does your NEX have the no-name FUJI replacement panel that is now standard on
Nex’s that used to have Sony. It was an interesting replacement of Sony with Lenovo. The NEX is great, now I’m starting to

think that I should just move everything over to a Nex, as the ZS60s still only support DLNA so I’ll have to use a LG player etc,
there is no easy way of streaming to a KDL-4600HD as I have it connected to my TV via an HDMI cable. That is the way it
should be. DLNA has been around for a while now, and Apple is just adding on with their own streaming service as a new
feature. It is the law of the land. We shouldn’t need a separate dlna app to manage this. We have the Apple TV that does it

already. Originally Posted by Mike The NEX is great, now I’m starting 82157476af
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